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A B S T R A C T

In the present study, we proposed an eco-friendly method to produce exfoliated graphite based on a dry me-
chanochemical process. This route represents an alternative that avoids the use and disposal problems related to
highly corrosive and dangerous reagents use, manipulation and elimination. As non-toxic alternative exfoliation
route, an equimolar mixture of graphite flakes and calcium carbonate was milled and leached with an aqueous
solution of acetic acid (vinegar). There was a notable reduction of the graphite particle size with a significantly
increased level of exfoliation, which dramatically improved the surface area of the prepared samples from 4 to
363 m2 g-1. After 16 h of processing, milled particles reached a thickness reduction of up to 5 nm and micrometric
widths.The overall yield of processed graphite is around 92% based on the raw graphite. The evident benefits of
the obtained exfoliated graphites in the adsorption of methylene blue (a common pollutant of textile wastewater)
are presented. Exfoliated graphite represents a valid alternative as adsorption agent for dye removal reaching
efficiencies above 95% after 30 min of testing with an aqueous solution of methylene blue. Contrary, the un-
treated graphite sample showed a null adsorption activity.

1. Introduction

Intense, brilliant and durable colors are the key for the sales success
of a large number of items produced by industries like the textile, paper,
food, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, plastics, cloth dyeing, leather, and
printing: those factories consume a massive amount of dyes generating
large volumes of wastewater. In emerging countries, the majority of this
water is returned to nature as an untreated toxic mixture composed of
hazardous chemicals and residual dyes; here, dye contaminated was-
tewater represents a sad visual proof of the pollution generated from
these human activities. Some synthetic dyes can be deposited in living
beings with adverse accumulative effects in the food chain [1]. Green
alternatives are the natural dyes for textile coloration, but they are not
employed on an industrial scale due to their higher cost and limited
availability. Synthetic dyes usually have complex aromatic molecular
structures that enhance their stability against heat and light, making
them challenging to biodegrade; their disposal in water bodies often
exhibits severe adverse effects on the environment. Azo dyes are the
primary synthetic type of chromogenic released materials; they are
characterized by one or more azo groups (N=N) as chromophores, with

aromatic containing groups. Unfortunately, they are a popular option
for textile coloration because they can be used at lower temperatures
and release rich color depths, although some are listed as possible
carcinogens. Methylene blue (MB) is a primary basic azo dye used for
coloring purposes and a common pollutant material in textile waste-
water [2]. From a diverse group of available techniques for dye removal
from wastewater, the solid surface adsorption is getting increasing at-
traction in the field due to its low-cost, simplicity, ease of operation
[3]–[5] and “the activation of the components” can increase the re-
moval capacity of dyes, pigments and other organic pollutants sig-
nificantly [6].

Although carbon is known since ancient times, it was not until the
last decade that a two-dimensional array of atoms bonded together in a
honeycomb lattice called graphene appears in literature [7]. This ma-
terial rapidly got attention due to its extraordinary electrical, thermal,
and optical properties [8,9]. However, practical applications have not
been as promising as was initially envisaged due to associated fabri-
cation issues [10]. Today, the scalable production of graphene remains
a considerable challenge [11]. There are some routes to produce gra-
phene with high crystal quality, but they are impractical for
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commercial applications due to low production rates and high-related
costs [12]. Expanded or exfoliated graphite (EG) has a good chemical
affinity for organic compounds and polymers based on its structure
formed for multiple carbon layers. This particular array is weakly ionic
and hydrophilic; consequently, the superficial adhesion for organic
molecules is improved (in the form of a high wettability) due to the
presence of external electrostatic forces. Therefore, EG can be used as a
multi-compositional filler [13], thermal isolation component [14], ad-
sorbent for oil spilled in water [15]–[17] and material for organic dyes
removal [2,3,5, 6]. There is a wide variety of preparation methods for
EG, where the chemical route has received intense interest because of
its scalability and low production costs [12]. EG, is obtained by rapid
heating of graphite (Gr) intercalation compounds with Brønsted acids
[18] based on the original and modified Hummers method [19]. In this
method, Gr is treated with mixtures of strong acids and oxidizing agents
such as concentrated sulfuric-nitric mixtures [13], perchloric acid [20],
sodium permanganate [15], highly-concentrated hydrogen peroxide
[8,21] to expand the interplanar spacing of Gr for chemical intercala-
tion. An alternative route that avoids the use of aggressive acids and
oxidants has been described, based on a heterogeneous gas-solid reac-
tion [22], forming fluorinated graphene. However, the processing is a
real challenge because of the high reactivity of pure fluorine gas even
when it is diluted with an inert gas [23]. Another vigorous oxidizer and
fluorinator used is chlorine trifluoride. There is a safer and scalable
mechanochemical synthesis of fluorinated graphenes avoiding the use
of fluorine [24], but calcium hypochlorite is necessarily used for
chlorination. However, this chemical is clearly more corrosive com-
pared to the calcium carbonateused in this work. Other methods avoid
the use of strong acids using sonication [19], solvents, exfoliation by
high temperature [22] or electrochemical techniques [21]. Each
method contains significant problems, like the use of expensive
equipment, complicated chemical processing, and low yield of pro-
duction. Liquid-phase exfoliation is an efficient way to obtain graphene
by sonication of the bulk material in organic solvents [25]. Moreover,
during Gr exfoliation in aqueous solutions (organic solvent-free), the
addition of surfactants is necessary to stabilize graphene suspensions.
However, surfactants are often quite tricky to eliminate, thus exerting
adverse effects on the properties that make graphene unique [11]. On
the other hand, the electrochemical exfoliation route is a cost-effective
and green approach in graphene synthesis [26]. Unfortunately, its low
production rate level of a few grams per day limited to its practical use
[27]. Mechanical ball-milling is a powerful and versatile technique to
produce particles of controlled-size with a homogeneous composition.
For EG preparation, ball milling and some additives were used as ex-
foliant agents [28]. Some works used this principle, but there are ne-
gative points to be considered: Posudievsky et al. used NaCl as a dis-
persant for solvent-free mechanochemical delamination of Gr, but only
50 mg of Gr were processed per batch and required expensive and time-
consuming sonication-centrifugation additional processing [29]. Other
work prepared by milling a few milligrams of Gr with organic ni-
trogenated compounds that are cataloged as toxic for fish and other
aquatic invertebrates [30]. Liquid phase exfoliation with wet ball mil-
ling at low temperatures requires the use of solvents that are toxic for
the environment [31]. Carboxylation via mechanochemical processing
used dry ice (CO2), extended milling periods (48 h), and acid solutions
for extraction to remove metallic impurities [32].

Looking for an eco-friendly, simple and cheap alternative to produce
EG for possible applications, we present an alternative method that
consists of the solid phase exfoliation of Gr using a mechanochemical
procedure and a leaching step which avoids the use of corrosive and
dangerous chemicals. In this study, calcium carbonate (CaCO3) was
chosen as a green exfoliating agent because of its high availability, low
cost, high abrasive nature, and easy removal with weak carboxylic
acids. Moreover, it is a cheap compound commonly found on earth,
living organism’s components, and is particularly non-toxic. To remove
this compound (after milling), acetic acid was used; it is classified as

weak and not toxic, commonly found in grocery stores and our kitchens.
Diluted with water (3-9% by volume) is colloquially known as vinegar
and has been used as a medicine/antiseptic for thousands of years. The
reaction remnants are composed of an aqueous solution of free acetic
acid and calcium acetate. Both chemicals are non-toxic and well known
for their frequent use as a food additive, stabilizer, buffer, and chelating
agent in the food industry. Another practical advantage of calcium
acetate is its high recyclability; it can be crystallized and heated, pro-
ducing fresh exfoliating and washing acid following the chemical re-
action between 340 and 480 °C:

Ca(CH3CO.O)2→ CaCO3 + CH3CO.OH

Two exfoliated graphite samples prepared following our alternative
green method and the original graphite (used as reference) were tested
as potential adsorbent agents for removing a dye from a prepared so-
lution simulating wastewater. MB dye was chosen because this cationic
heterocyclic aromatic thiazine is frequently selected as a model organic
compound to evaluate the behavior of sorbent for the removal of or-
ganic pollutants from its aqueous solutions [2].

2. Experimental details

2.1. Materials

Natural Gr (flakes, -10 mesh, 99.9% purity from Alfa Aesar Co.) was
used as raw material. Meanwhile, Calcium carbonate (99.5%), acetic
acid glacial (99.9%), and deionized water from JT Baker (analytical
grade) were used as exfoliating agents. The mechanochemical exfolia-
tion of Gr was performed following a two steps procedure:

3. Samples preparation

3.1. Solid-phase exfoliation

An Equimolar mixture of Gr-CaCO3 was prepared and processed in a
SPEX 8000 M high-energy mill equipped with a 55 mL capacity har-
dened D2-steel container, and six steel-chromium coated balls (3 × 13
and 3 × 11 mm) were used as milling media. Approximately 8 g of
CaCO3-Gr mixture was processed utilizing a ball to sample ratio of 5:1
(in weight). The milling intensity was set to 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 h under
an air atmosphere. A 0 h sample (used as reference), was obtained in-
troducing the mixture in the container without balls and was stirred for
3 min in the mill for homogenization.

3.2. Leaching process

The milled mixture was stirred in a flask with 500 mL of an acetic
acid aqueous solution (8% vol./vol.) and mixed at 300 rpm using a
Corning PC420D magnetic stirrer for 2 h. The resulted suspension was
filtered and washed with deionized water. The paste was dried in an
oven at 80 °C for 10 h. Powders were collected and manually homo-
genized using a mortar and pestle. GE recovery was calculated to be
91.5%. The principal loss of graphite was caused during the manip-
ulation during milling and washing.

3.3. Characterization

The morphological and chemical studies of milled and lixiviated Gr
powders were performed via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with
a JSM-7401 F field emission microscope and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) in a Hitachi 7700 microscope, both coupled with an
EDS Bruker Quantax using an accelerating voltage of 100 kV. For TEM
studies, powders were dispersed by sonication 2 min in ethanol and put
on a carbon-coated copper grid. X-rays diffraction (XRD) was carried
out using a Bruker D8 advance diffractometer, the CuKα (λ =1.5405 Å)
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generator was operated at 40 kV and 30 mA, scanning 2θ ranged from
10 to 110° with a 0.0167°/step and 5 s/step. Raman spectra were col-
lected on a Horiba spectroscope model Lab Ram HR with a He-Ne laser
(632.8 nm and±1 cm-1 in Raman shift). Surface area determination
was performed by the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) equation using N2

as adsorbate, adsorption was and performed at liquid-nitrogen tem-
perature (77 K) and desorption at room temperature. Before BET ana-
lyses, the degassing condition consisted of the sample heating at 250 °C
for 2 h under vacuum in a Quantachrome Autosorb-1 Gas Sorption
System.

3.4. Adsorption batch experiments

The experimental runs were performed in a 150 mL glass beaker
constantly agitated with a Corning PC-420D hot plate at room tem-
perature. For each batch, 25 mg of the graphitic materials: original (Gr0
h), milled (Gr16hM) and milled with CaCO3 and leached (Gr16hL) were
suspended in 50 mL of deionized water, stirred for 3 min (at 300 rpm)
and sonicated for 5 minutes in a Branson 2510 ultrasonic cleaner. After
sonication, 50 mL of Methylene Blue (Sigma Aldrich M9140) solution
(60 mg/L) was added with stirring. The adsorption studies were carried
out up to 60 min with 10 min intervals. The suspension samples were
centrifuged (2 min), and the MB concentration was determinate using a
Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (cuvette path length, 10 mm)
using deionized water as a blank. For MB determination, the standard
calibration method was used by running a series of standard solutions
of the dye from 0 to 30 mg/L.

The dye removal percentage was calculated according to the for-
mula:

=Removal Co Ct
Co

X(%) ( ) 100

And the dye adsorption capacity of the adsorbent DAC was calcu-
lated following equation:

=DAC mg g Co Ct
m

V( / ) ( )

Where C0 and Ct (mg/L) are the initial concentration of dye at the
beginning and at time t, respectively; V is the volume of the solution (in
L), and m is the weight of the adsorbent (in g).

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Microstructural Characterization

The powders of the Gr-CaCO3 equimolar un-milled (0 h) and milled
(1 h) were cold compacted (450 MPa) and polished with fine-grit
sandpaper (# 4000) to obtain more representative EDS results (this
process was performed to reduce the electron beam and sample holder
interactions). The micrograph in Fig. 1a shows the presence of bright
zones on the sample surface, which correspond to CaCO3-rich areas and
the darker zones ones to carbon (Gr); it was confirmed by EDS mapping.

After 1 h of ball milling, a remarkable difference between the dis-
tributions of the constituents in the sample was noticed. Big Gr particles
were not distinguishable (Fig. 1b), as shown in the elemental mappings.
As can be seen in Fig. 2a and the summary tables, after the leaching
process (Fig. 2b), calcium (the main element of the exfoliating agent)
was eliminated, leaving carbon and oxygen as main components. This
significant concentration of oxygen is derived from the treatment.
Oxygen in the leached sample can be attributed to adsorption and
probably a bonded structure, as will be discussed. The removed CaCO3

from the powders with vinegar solution forms calcium acetate (CaAc2)
dissolved in the leaching and washing solutions. The resulting lixivia-
tion solution is a harmless substance commonly used as a food additive
and can be recycled to obtain precursors, as was discussed in the in-
troduction.

In Fig. 3 it is evident that the general morphology of graphite was
modified after processing due to the dominant shear stresses caused by
high-energy milling. The Fig. 3a shows the initial morphology of the
natural graphite where the particles exhibit the characteristic thick
flake-like appearance (composed mainly of large and continuous gra-
phite sheets). After processing, these intrinsic characteristics were
modified, forming twisted graphitic nanosheets with sub micrometer
lateral sizes. This behavior was described by D. A. Siddhanti et al. [24]:
During milling, two acting forces are modifying the Gr morphology
(Fig. 4): shear forces increase the exfoliation level meanwhile com-
pressive forces break the Gr sheets decreasing their particle size; both
effects originated by the high energy impacts of the milling media. The
shear and compressive stress overcome the Van der Waals forces,
maintaining the graphene layers stacked in the graphite structure. Thus
Gr sheets are peeled. The final product consisted of sub micrometric
sized layered structures, which are clustered in much larger particles
forming big aggregates.

4.2. X-Rays Diffraction (XRD)

The Gr-CaCO3 mixture (0 h) shows the high intensity and sharp
peaks characteristics of crystalline materials in the diffractogram of
Fig. 5a. In the milled and leached samples (1 – 16 h), the CaCO3 signals
are no longer perceptible, or there are below the instrumental detection
level of the device. This corroborates the effectiveness of acetic acid as a
leaching agent (these results were confirmed through SEM-EDS stu-
dies). Gr has three main peaks around 26.5, 44.5, and 54.4° for its
planes (002), (101), and (004), respectively. An intense and sharp (002)
peak observed in the 0 h sample, suggesting a highly ordered material
with multiple graphene layers [7]. After processing, the (002) peak
intensity of samples decreases as a function of the milling time, this is
indicative of a significant reduction of the close-packed hexagonal
structure, revealing the exfoliation of Gr [10] and the increase of lattice
defects such as stacking disorder [33]. Moreover, there is an evident
peak shifting to a lower angle, revealing that the interlayer distance
among adjacent Gr sheets increases (Fig. 5b). To confirm the men-
tioned, the average d-spacing (002) of samples was calculated using the
Bragg equation, obtaining the following values: 3.351, 3.379, 3.377,
3.390, 3.390, and 3.385 Å for 0, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 h samples respec-
tively.

This change cannot be attributed to the presence of intercalation
compounds with bonded-oxygen because the atomic radius of oxygen is
0.65 Å. There is no presence of new peaks attributable to other phases
in the DRX patterns, as has been previously reported [34]. The broa-
dened peaks of further processed samples indicated high disorder in the
graphene restacking [9] or amorphous graphene layers presence [8].
Based on the (002) full width at half maximum (FWHM) and Scherrer
equation, the average stacking height of graphene sheets was estimated
[35], corresponding to 102 and 5 nm for 0 h and 16 h samples, re-
spectively; this corresponds a significant quantity reduction of gra-
phene from 300 to 15 layers. Fig. 5b shows a close-up around (002)
peak, there is a noticeable broadening in all milled materials, indicating
a rise of disorder in the [001] direction during the graphene sheets
restacking [9]. Van der Waal’s interaction holds the graphene sheets
together, and friction forces can partially overcome these forces; this
phenomenon explains the loss of long-range order due to the applica-
tion of shear forces by high-energy ball milling [7].

4.3. Surface area determination

Debelak et al. mention that a positive byproduct caused by the ex-
foliation of Gr is the increase in surface area (SA) [13], and Tikhomirov
et al. claims that the presence of amorphous carbon also induces the
same effect [18]. Thus, the total SA of the samples was determined
using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) theory to measure the level of
exfoliation reached following the present route. To reveal the effect of
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CaCO3 as an exfoliating agent, pure Gr SA results of previous works
prepared using the same milling intensities and conditions are pre-
sented in this section [36,37]. The adsorption and desorption isotherms
of EG samples showed a notable variation, which is dependent on the
particle size and pore size distribution; both characteristics are related
to the milling time. Higher intensity means more exfoliation due to the
friction between milling media, graphite and CaCO3, meanwhile the
more significant particle size reduction because of the brittle nature of
Gr, excessive shear stress and compression forces occasioned by the
multiple impacts of milling media and presence of the abrasive mate-
rial. As can be seen in Fig. 6, original Gr has a BET area smaller than 4
m2 g-1, which was increased to 363 m2 g-1 after 16 h of milling in the
presence of CaCO3 and the subsequent leach process. Due to the abra-
sive properties of the CaCO3, Gr particles are easier to exfoliate than
pure Gr obtaining higher values in SA (363 vs. 98 m2 g-1). The shapes of
the nitrogen adsorption isothermals for the processed samples from 0 to
8 h are classified into an II type according to BDDT/IUPAC classifica-
tion, suggesting the existence of macropores or small particle sizes, the
low hysteresis between adsorption and desorption isotherms implies a
low proportion of mesopores in the samples. On the contrary, the 16 h
sample presents a hysteresis loop that can be classified as a mixture of
type IV (typical for mesoporous solids) and type I (for microporous
materials). This SA can be considered as mainly microporous (with a
peak of pore size distribution below 2 nm) and a lower contribution of
mesopores. This sample presents a desorption branch related to an H3
type hysteresis loop, associated with capillary condensation in slit-
shaped mesopores (2-50 nm) of plate-like particles, as was mentioned
[16]. Table 1 shows some works found in the literature in the form of a

comparative chart with different results related to the increase of SA in
Gr following different routes.

4.4. Raman Spectroscopy

This technique has been demonstrated to be one of the most potent
method to characterize graphitic structures because lattice defects in Gr
disturb the hexagonal symmetry of the lattice and modify the vibra-
tional modes observed in Raman scattering. It is also used to know the
stacking order, number of layers and photon dispersion of graphene
[48]. The Raman spectrum of Gr is mainly dominated by the typical D,
G, and 2D bands [7]. The D band presence is an indicator of small grain
sizes, defects [16], or loss of hexagonal symmetry [33].

Meanwhile, the shape, width, and position of the 2D peak are sus-
ceptible to the number of graphene layers. In single-layer graphenes,
the 2D band is approximately two times stronger than the G band,
decreasing with the number of layers [35]. The Fig. 7 shows Raman
spectra of 0 h sample and the mechanochemical processed samples (1 to
16 h). 0 h sample has a well-resolved G band and an almost negligible D
band inactive of a typical combination of graphitic carbon with large
grain sizes. The presence of the 2D band is explained by the flake nature
of the particles presenting a shorter order in the "c" direction of the
lattice [18]. The existence of D, G, and 2D bands are typical of graphitic
(sp2) carbon, and their respective locations are 1327, 1577, and 2673
cm-1. Milling promotes a high number of crystalline defects; these
structural changes are related to the reduction of the G band and in-
crease of the D band. The mentioned modification of G and D bands has
been interpreted as decreased in-plane crystallite sizes on an atomic

Fig. 1. SEM-BSEmicrographs of a) un-milled and b) 1 h milled samples with their respective elemental mappings.

Fig. 2. EDS spectrums of 1 h sample in a) milled, b) milled-leached condition, and compositional results (in wt. %).
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scale. This may be regarded as an increase of the graphite edges because
of the smaller size of the crystallites. S. Sharma et al. mentioned, in-
creased D-band intensities can indicate the transformation of in-plane
sp2 carbon to disordered tetrahedral sp3 carbon domains. Meanwhile
the increase in the ratio ID/IG, can be attributed to the rise in the dis-
ordered structure of graphite aroused from different functional groups
present in the structure [49]. After milling, the intensity of D-band can
exhibit the amount of the defect in graphene structures; it has been
assigned to a vibrational mode that originates from the disorganized
region near crystal edges, lattice defects and vacancies. Thus, low D-
band intensity means relatively pristine graphitic structure. Another
band which is usually related to defects, appeared at ∼1620 cm−1

(called Dı )́, it appeared as a shoulder on the right side of the G band in
16 h sample. The exact nature of this Raman band is not clear. How-
ever, Wand et al. mentioned that the Dı ́ band arises from the vibration
of C-C atoms near an interstitial carbon atom since the latter is bound to
one plane and the atoms in the Gr plane are attracted towards the in-
terstitial which may increase the C-C bonds in the plane in the vicinity
of interstitial. If the force constant of the C-C bonds becomes larger,
then the G band will shift towards the higher frequency side. Because of
the number of interstitial carbon atoms between the aromatic planes of
the carbon atoms increases with ball-milling time, the intensity of the
Dı ́ band increases at higher milling intensities [50]. The 2D band shape
is a clear indicator of the exfoliation degree and stacking order; this

Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of a) original Gr and b) 8 h milled-leached samples.

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of graphite processing by mechanical milling.

Fig. 5. XRD patterns of a) Gr-CaCO3 mixture and leached samples and b) magnification of main diffraction peak.
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band shows a shoulder around 2450 cm-1 in 0 h sample and early
milling stages. In contrast, no shoulder was found at further milled
samples (8 and 16 h); this distinction illustrates that the mechan-
ochemical produced samples are different from crystalline Gr, and
confirms the exfoliation of graphene nanosheets [11,51]. Calculating
the ratio ID/IDı ,́ the nature of defects can be identified. The increase
observed in D band as a function of milling time is also related to the
distribution of the clusters with different dimensions and orders in
amorphous phases. Edge-type defects were characterized by ID/IDı ́ ∼
3–4.5, vacancy basal plane point defects give rise to ID/IDı ́ ∼ 7 and sp3

defects to ID/IDı ́ ∼14 [9]. The ratio found in the 16 h sample was ∼13
related to the sp3 array. In previous publications, those arrays were
identified as morphed graphenes, and their formation was related to the
milling conditions [52,53].

4.5. TEM and HRTEM

Fig. 8 shows some micrographs of samples milled for 0, 1, 8, and 16
h. Graphene layers on the bright-field images were observed, it is
possible to measure the d-spacing of the planes (002) [54] as is shown
in the Fig. 8 obtaining values of 0.352, 0.380, 0.388, and 0.386 nm,

respectively, corroborating the d-spacing values obtained by XRD. This
information evidenced that high-energy ball milling increased the in-
terlayer distance of adjacent graphene sheets in the Gr structure. Also, a
decrease in particle size and an increase in density of graphene layers
are observed in the function of milling time. The notable morphology
changes in Gr particles are remarkable as a function of milling intensity
of the generated particles. Not only the number of layers per sheet
decreased, but also, the size of these layers was drastically reduced.
Meanwhile, by XRD, the same samples show sizes between 31.8 and 3.8
nm. These discrepancies between Raman and XRD are because Raman
predicts the length of the crystal (breath mode) while XRD is used to
assess the stacking. Further, the HRTEM work confirms the presence of
graphene in the processed samples with d-spacing approximately 3%
different from the theoretical.

4.6. Methylene blue adsorption testing

Fig. 9a shows the absorbance spectra of the original MB solution
(min 0) and samples read after the graphite addition as a function of
time. Two major absorption bands characterize the absorption spec-
trum of MB in dilute aqueous solutions: one corresponds to a high-

Fig. 6. Adsorption-desorption isotherms of samples and SA of pure milled Gr
and leached CaCO3-Gr.

Table 1
Comparative summary chart showing processing methods and some environmental disadvantages.

Synthesis method, main chemicals and related observations SA (m2/g) Ref.

Gas bubble exfoliation. Gr nanosheets were obtained by melamine polymerization at 550 ℃ for 2 h. Toxic gases generation since melamine is
obtained from formaldehyde and urea.

16.1 [38]

Chemical and thermal exfoliation. g-C3N4 was prepared using a few grams of bulk g-C3N4 was stirred in 8 mL concentrated H2SO4 for 1, 3, and 5 h. 127.63 [39]
Two kinds of GO were prepared: A) Using Brodie’s method: which includes fuming nitric acid and potassium chlorate at 0 °C. Particular caution is

necessary since explosions can occur. B) modified Hummers route: it includes NaNO3- KMnO4-H2SO4-NaNO3-H2O2.

550 and 130 [40]

Graphene preparation via microwave-assisted intercalation, the waste after process (Gr, dibasic ester (DBE), Ammonia. DBE) is not considered a
hazardous waste, but this process has a high consuming time.

379.2 [41]

Electrochemical exfoliation uses organic chemicals: 2-aminoanthraquinone - tert-butyl nitrite – acetonitrile and 0.1 M H2SO4 electrolyte. 56-64 [42]
Exfoliation and activation of graphite using microwaves the Gr + KOH solution stirred for 12 h. 60.4 [43]
Electrochemical exfoliation with high electrical energy consumption for NaCl melting and it requires Ar-4%H2 flow. 121 and 232

at 920 °C
[10]

Graphite oxide was produced from a cyclic voltammetry method using HClO4. 677.8 [44]
Hydrolysis and thermal treatments to produce expandable graphite require graphite bisulfate obtained from concentrated H2SO4 and high

temperature.
77.3 at 1300 °C [45]

EG was produced from Gr and intercalation of H2SO4. 49.7 [
46]

Thermal expansion of sulfuric and nitric acid intercalated graphite, followed by the ultrasonic treatment. Acid-graphite was prepared by HNO3 and
H2SO4 for 18 h.

6.94-90 [47]

Thermal decomposition of various intercalated compounds of fluorinated. Gr + liquid ClF3 (this is an extremely reactive chemical). 141-370 [16]
Mechanochemical method uses a common chemical with very low toxicity. 38.8-363 This work

Fig. 7. Raman spectra of pure Gr (0 h) and leached samples.
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Fig. 8. BF-TEM images of samples processed during (a, b) 0 h, (c, d) 1 h, (e, f) 8 h, and (g, h) 16 h.

Fig. 9. (a) MB molecule, UV-vis absorption spectrum of the MB solutions read in 10 min intervals after the graphite addition: (b) Gr16hL, (c) original Gr0 h samples,
(d) adsorption efficiency of samples as a function of time and (e) photograph of the suspensions after the reaction.
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energy transition (π-π*) of the benzene ring which is located at 290 nm
and the other of low energy found around 664 which corresponds to n-
π* transitions (where n is the free doublet on the nitrogen atom of C =
N bond and free doublet of S atom on S = C bond). The 610 nm peak is
a shoulder, and it corresponds to a vibronic transition 0-1 (level 0 of
ground state to level 1 of the excited state). The face-to-face (sandwich-
type, H- aggregates) associations of this dye are typically observed in
concentrate aqueous solutions. While the 664-nm band is assigned to an
isolated molecule (monomer) [55]. The mentioned absorptions peaks
were correlated to the dye concentration and were monitored as a di-
rect indicator of the adsorbing effect of added graphite.

The ball-milled graphite samples with the highest SA were tested as
agents to remove MB from an aqueous solution and compared with the
original sample (Gr0 h). In Fig. 9a, it is noticeable a considerable re-
duction in MB absorbance signals at initial times (1 and 5 min) due to
the effectiveness of graphite (Gr16hL) to adsorb the dye. Similar ab-
sorption studies were performed with untreated graphite (Gr0 h)
(Fig. 9b) and pure milled graphite (Gr16hM) using the same experi-
mental conditions. The adsorption efficiency of the only-milled sample
is lower compared to the Gr16hL sample. The peak adsorption per-
centages were 98 and 77% for the Gr16hL and Gr16hM samples, re-
spectively, reaching 95% after 30 minutes for the Gr16hL sample. On
the other hand, the untreated graphite (Gr0 h) showed no effect on the
MB concentration, as can be seen in Fig. 9c. To compare the adsorption
performance of the graphitic materials, a plot of adsorbed MB as a
function of time is given in Fig. 9d. A fast adsorption level is observed in
the Gr16hL sample (near 95%); in comparison, Gr16 h removed only
75% after 30 min. The calculated dye adsorption capacity for the
standard concentration (30 mg/L) in the Gr16hL sample after 30 min
was found to be around 114 mg/g, which is higher compare to the Gr16
h sample (88.2) and with untreated graphite (0.2). At the beginning of
the test, adsorption rate is high, because the high availability of active
graphite sites to catch the dye molecules; with further contact time it
notices a moderate increase in adsorption level, it can be related with
steric impediments faced by ions to occupy available active sites be-
cause of the repulsive forces between components (dye and graphite);
modifying the chances of MB to be adsorbed.

The removal efficiency reached an optimal after 30 min, showing no
further increase after this limit. The image of Fig. 9e shows a visual
proof of the dye absorption of MB-Gr solutions reached by the three
adsorbents. The solutions adsorbed by Gr16hL shows an almost color-
less solution with fully agglomerate graphite particles settled at the
bottom of the container (material is easy to separate). The Gr16hM
sample produced lower absorption levels compared; it is well dispersed
in the solution presenting a fine suspension that cannot settle (even
after 24 h of resting); this can be a severe inconvenience related to
materials separation from the water after treatment. In contrast, un-
treated Gr (0 h) is notably inefficient; this is demonstrated by the full
blue color of the solution. The increased removal efficiency of Gr16hL
sample agrees with its higher surface area and oxygen presence (which
induces a negative charge on the surface material), oxygen is generally
found in ball-milled samples (see EDS analysis in Fig. 2b), indicating
that oxygen and its functional groups play a crucial role in the ad-
sorption process, as was previously reported [56]. The sorption capacity
of EG not only depends on the surface area but also on the random pore
structure of the material (which has been related with the exfoliation
level, pore volume, pore size and its distribution) [4,5,57,58]. Possible
adsorption mechanisms of dyes onto graphitic material are related to
electrostatic interactions such as Van der Waals forces, delocalized π-
orbital: n-π (nitrogen or sulphur donor-acceptor of the dye), π-π (from
aromatic rings of the adsorbate) interaction, pore distribution and hy-
drogen bonding formation on the aqueous solution [56]. In the case of
pristine Gr, few available open pores result in weak adsorption due to
limited occupancy of active sites for dye molecule.

5. Conclusions

Some exfoliated graphites were prepared following this green and
eco-friendly process, avoiding the use of hazardous chemicals, organic
solvents and toxic oxidants. The above was eliminated through the use
of cheap and common materials processed through a mechanochemical
route, representing an alternative method that avoids some disposal
problems related to the use of conventional chemicals. There was an
evident effect of ball milling time, calcium carbonate addition and the
leaching process on the characteristics and performance of prepared
samples. The surface area is, in most of the cases, higher or comparable
to other aggressive techniques, as can be seen in the summary chart
shown in Table 1. The characterization studies confirmed the presence
of graphitic structures carbon and graphene in the milled-leached
samples. Surface area values increase exponentially with milling time
and CaCO3 presence, reaching a maximum of 363 m2/g in the leached
sample, comparing this value with the corresponding SA obtained
milling pure graphite (98.6 m2/g) the difference is evident. Thereby,
CaCO3 proved its action as an active agent for Gr exfoliation. EDS
mappings confirmed a homogeneous distribution of Gr and the ex-
foliating agent (CaCO3) after only 1 h of milling; also, the EDS analyses
showed the effective acetic acid action removing CaCO3. The evident
benefits of the obtained EG in the adsorption of methylene blue (a
common pollutant of textile wastewater) were also demonstrated. Ac-
cording to the adsorption testing results, EG represents a useful alter-
native for dye removal as the adsorption agent reaching efficient levels
above 95% after 30 min of testing with MB. Contrary to these results,
the untreated graphite sample showed a null adsorption activity against
this dye.
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